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INTRODUCTION

In the Autumn of 1990 the Marylebone
Centre Trust set up a series of five public
lectures under the title BUILDINC FOR
HEALTH:, STRUCTURES AND
RELATIONSHIPS.

The lectures were on the following
subiects:

RAISINC THE ROOF: Sick buildings in a
sick scciety
Anthony Pickering and lohn Macnicol

SACRED SPACE: Thc tradition of scared
building and a modcrn interpretation
Keith Critchlow

VISION AND PROCESS: Community
participation in the creation of an ideal
lohn Thompson

BREAKING DOWN AND BUILDINC
UP: Building for social health
Ros Tennyson

I]UILDINC I]Oii. SOCIAI- HEALTH

As a foundcr membcr of an unusual
housing project, I rvant to explorc and
share something of the process of setting
up a iarge, specially designed house and
the experience of living in it with a

mixed group of pcople.

The physical building is light, open-plan
and accessible - no signs yet of sick-
building slmdromel It offers a home to ten
adults and three children from such a

wide range of personal backgrounds that
it is living demonstration of the
possibility of drawing people in from the
margins and effectively banishing the
reality of an'underclass' within the
projcct.

Although the project has not been based
upon religious principles as such, there
are spiritual truths which underpin it.
Spiritual questions can be understood as
questions of meaning and questions of soul.
The project undoubtedly raises these
questions and offers some insights, I
believe, in its attempt to operate within
a human scale and from humane values.

The project also has its part to play in
the contribution it makes to urban
development and renewal - because an
urban community cannot justbe a physical
location but must also be a place where
people feel wanted and welcomed. Our
project is grounded in its local community
and offers quite a radical model of
community participation, community
development and community care

LAYINC THE
launch of the
Campaign
Patrick Pietroni,
Richard McLaren

FOUNDATIONS: the
Building for Health

lennit'er Wates and

It was agreed to publish some of the
material from the series to make it more
n,idely available in an attempt to
broaden the frame of reference of
professionals from architecture, planning
and design; health and social services as
ivell as those concerend with the
environment, urban regeneration and
comri.unit1r developmcnt.

1t is hoped the series will also contribute
t,:r ri.r increased commitment to an inter-
:-:-:,ir'ssional and multi-disciplinary
:rliir-.trci1 to all the issues associated
.'. r:l-, clmmut.rities and community
.-...t:;-r '
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The house, drarvn by Ricky {aged 6)
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RREAKING DOWN

There is an increasing sense of breakdown
at many different levels - ecological,
economic, :political, social, personal'
Starting with the breaking down of our
world because of our careless use of
resources - an image of breakdown in an

almost cosmic sense.

On the physical level we are surrounded
by images of decay and dereliction,
particularly in the inner cities and we
watch the actual demolition of high rise

buildings which only a few decades ago
were heralded as the creative answer to
inner city housing needs.

There is increasing fragmentation in
family and social structures. As a society
we now turn to professionals to deal with
the crises that would either not have
been identified or would have been
absorbed within the natural family or
neighbourhood networks.

On an individual level, and I am sure
that doctors and social workers would
endorse this, there is an increasing
amount of personal breakdown and illness
which arise from stress, social isolation
and essentially a sense of not being
valued, not having a worthwhile role in
society.

This sense of breakdown does not just
apply to a sub-section of the population,
it applies to all of us at some level or
other. The fundamental principle of the
project I am going to describe is that there
is a great deal of 'building up' to be done
and that this applies across all class and
cultural boundaries. There is, at a basic
level, an equality between all human
beings and ours is not a proiect designed
for a particular undergrouP, it is a

participatory project of equals. By
'equal', I mean equal in importance.

BUILDING TIP

Michael Sorensen, one of those far-
sighted Quakers who started one of the
most innovative community care projects
some 22 years ago, has greatly influenced
my thinking. His work was regarded as

very radical, based as it lvas on a

principlc of every individual's r.rced for
sclf-respect - especially aftcr years of
institutionai experiencc. Hc had a

rvonderful line he often quotcd rvhen

talking about his work:

We are all the poorer t'or the crushing of
one rnan since the dimruing of the light
anywhere darkens us all

Our project has its origins in this beiicf
and has attempted the task of rebuilding
against the backdrop of thc images of
destruction and fragmentation outlined
above. We were not just building to mcet

individual need but constructing a 'social'

building. If I had to sumrnarise the

project under a Building fo, Health
banner I would describe it as buiiding for
social health.

In setting oirt a concise and detailed
account of the process bY which the

project unfoided I will also try and

punctuate it with the words of one of the

members of the project, Peter, lvho has

become our "campus philosopher". About
2 years ago he wrote a detailed
description of his discharge from
psychiatric hospital and what it felt
like to move into the real world, the
unsheltered world. His description
startcd like this :

When I went into hospital in 1968 I was

incapable of ordering my lit'e and glad to
gioe my sick mind a rest. At t'irst the

hospital seemed rather like a holiday
with happy periods - making things in
occupational therapy. There was t)

hospital church and social centre. These

places appeared to connect tts to the

unsheltered world outside.

But when the patients went down toiurt

after they had got rather better I knrtw

there was a t'eeling of 'them' and 'us'. In
the pub you t'elt that the regular clients
knew where you had come t'rom and thnt

they thought you were a dossing ttutter

We had substantial food in hospital and

a comfortable bed but I didn't strike up a

meaningful relationship with anyone.

Hospital giaes you a rest, but as titne
progresses and your mental stability is



suppotteil, pelhaps by drugs, tke
institution becoma stale to you and yau
long for a _bit ofpriaacy, independence
and freeilom of action.

This kind Of personal experience - the
piecing together of a fragmented life - is
the fundamental starting point of the
prciect.

BALA\CE AND USEFULNESS

The project had essentially two
initiators who were two of the four
founder members. AII four had
significant and individual in-put into
its development. My own contribution
rvas, I am sure, heavily influenced by ^yinterest in the philosophy of Taoism.

follorving \vays: bctrt,ecn irrrt,ard arrd
outrvard living; inter-action / privacy;
noisc,/silence; activity/passivity.
Within the house we all try and strike a
balance between meeting residents' needs
and offering opportunities for them to
give, on an individual and equal basis.

The other one is the conccpt of
usefulness. I believe that every human
being has a fundamental nced to feel and
be useful.

Thirty spokes share the wheel's hub
It is the centre hole thnt rnakes it uset'ul
Shape clay into s oessel
It ls the space within that ruakes it
useful
Cut doors and windows t'or a room
It is the holes which make it useful
Therefore profit comes t'rom what is
there
Uscfulness from what is not thcrc

Tao Te Ching Chapter 11

WHICH COMMUNITY ?

CARE ?

WHAT

The other important context for our
project is the socio-political one .The
project was not originally described or
funded as a community care project but it
has come to be seen as a useful model for
community care projects, in part at least
because has been able to bring people
together from divergent backgrounds and
create a real sense of 'home'.

Most people who have bcen part of the
community carc programnle will
probably agree that the principle of dc.-

institutionalisation is tremendous but in
practice it has been iil thought out. Tire
community care policy is being
implementcd against great odds - n,itl-r
inadequate training, resourcing and
community consul ta tion.

A lot of the thinking behind our projcct
rvas based on the experience of a
voluntary organisation called the Peter
Bedford Trust - the communi ty care
project started by Michael Sorensen. In
1984 the Trust gave evidence to the

For me there
heart of the
usefulness.

Under heaaen
beauty

are two concepts at the
project balance and

all can see beauty as

Only because there is ugliness
All can know good as good
Only because there is eail.

Therefore haoing and not haoing arise
together
Difficult and easy complement each
other
Long and short contrast each other
High and low rest upon each other
Voice and sound harmonise each other
Frcnt and back t'otlow one another

The sage goes about doing nothing
Teaching rc-talking
The 10,0A0 things rise and t'all without
cesse
Creating yet not possessing
Itorking yet not taking credit
tfork rs done then t'orgotten
Thoefme it lasts t'oreaer

Tao Te Ching Chapter 2

This illustrates the importance of
acknowledging and balancing opposites.
Everybody has (sometimes contrary)
persornl needs These need to be met and
it has been important to establish
appropriate balances in all ihe
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Social Scrvices Select Committee ir.r
Pariiament as follolvs :

In our experience community care is a

much used and abused term.
"Community" must mean more than not
being in a recognised institution. lt must
inoolue other people in the Iocality
sharing in the lioes of those seen to be in
need of assistance, and it must gioe rise
to such people hat;ing a sense of being
part ot' a community, of belonging to
omething they aalue according to their
own judgement.

"Cere" must not only be something one
group (wkich is actiud giaes to another
group (which is passioe). "Community
Care" must become a collaboratiae act.
The collaboration must be such that it
encourages actioe participation t'roru all
concer ned.

The experience of the Peter Bedford
Trust was that the participants, who in
some instances had been
institutionalised for 20, 30 even 40 years
survived in the Trust surprisingly well.
There were however 3 disturbing facts:

1. Participants never really integrated
in the local community. There was
tremendous internal support - a whole
internal network of community life - but
the ability to relate to the community at
large seemed to be very limited indeed.
So it was still specialised care within a
community setting not community care.

2. While it had been conceptualised as a
temporary project - the intention being
that people would move in, out and on
after a certain amount of time - in fact
nobody wanted to move on into the larger
community ( council horrsing for example)
out of a terror of isolation.

3.Despite the security of housing and
sheltered work, rvhich the Peter
Bedford Trust did provide, there was
iittle opportunity for the formation of
natural social relationships, e.g.
relationships to children, widcr social
activities, contacts with people from
different backgrounds all of which we
would expect as part of our everyday
lives and which make our lives rich.

For me one of the most poignant issues is
that most of those 150 people in the
Trust were isolated from children and
therefore cut off from any sense of, or
hope for, the future.

Somebody somewhere had to start the
process of creating another layer of less
sheltered but not completely unsheltered
ways of living which were flexible,
integrated and accepting.

GETTING ITBIJITLT

This is an extract from our original
project proposal in September 1984 :

It is not a project set up to help those
who might be seen or see themselaes us
being in need of help. Rather it is based
on a recogiition thal we all haae our
discontents, howeoer hidden, that we
all need support and assistance at
ztarious times in our liaes, and that most
often such support is best accepted when
offered in t'riendship through naturally
arising situations.

The firm of architects that undertook
the project had the following brief:

To design a shared house for 14 people -
10 adults and 4 children - rvhich would
have the following attributes :

1. a good balance between communal and
personal space
2. be workable for a very mixed group of
residents
3. be flexible to suit different needs and
circumstances
4.with specifically :

. a large kitchen (we envisaged lots of
people washing up as opposed to one
person, we also thought that some
people would need to learn horv to cook
and we needed enough space to share)
. good storage space
. laundry facilities
. office space
. a separate TV room on the basis that
not everyone wants to watch TV all the
time
5.be accessible - at least at ground floor
level - to visitors because we saw thc
communal aspect of the house offering an



c\ciilns space to a large numbcr of
\.isjtors incluCirrg people x'ith physical
di sabili tle s.

The house is part of a "campus" where
there are 2 other housing units in the
same road ithich have self-contained
i-lats so there are 8 other pcople living
as part of the project with the large
shared house as the heart. We were
able to house n,ithin the separate units
pcople rvho did not want to live
communally or, for some reason, would
not have been appropriate to house
communallv but who in fact relate to the
}'rouse to a greater or lesser extent joining
in communal meals, special events and so

OIr

NOT IN MY BACK.YARD, THANK
YOU

\Vhile the house was being built the
people in the immediate neighbourhood
\\'ere initially unreceptive and the
housing association who sponsored the
building got their fair share of
telephone calls saying "we do not want
maniacs, ex-cons, alcoholics living next
to us, it devalues our properties". We
had quite a lot of the initial hostility
rr'hich is common to most community care
projects. One of the founder members
cficred to go and meet one of the more
viiriolic people who got through to the
housing association. When telephoned
ho',r-er.er she said: "Don't bother, you
sound alright, it's the others we are
''., rrried about". So we didn't get far
-,,'itr-i dealing rvith hostility in advance.

,:, ti.e elent, once the hOuSe waS built
::.j ',r'e all started Iiving apparently
::::::tlV normal iives the sense of
:::.:.1:_f reSentment lessened to passive
-. ..::: -r i:'J rery activc friendships
:=','r'.,.':e,.i r';ith the four immediate
'. . -'-: -..--

wEtL, rr DoESN',T QtIrrE FIT OUR
REGULATIONS

The project is part of a housing co-
operative and is therefore self-

managed. The cooperative has 3 other
major housing schemes so this project is
not completely isolated from other
housing experiments and sympathetic
supporters. It is important to be part of a
bigger network. The housing co-
operative put together the initial
scheme and presented it to our sponsoring
housing association.

We had theoretical support for the
principles of social mix and balance in
the project, but we had some quite
extraordinary debates about
implementing it with the housing
association management committee.

For example, it was acceptable to house
people with special needs, but what
about those who didn't have special
needs, weren't homeless and had
perfectly reasonable incomes? How could
it be justifi6d to offer public housing to
people in those categories?

Af ter many extremely frustrating
debates on the subject I suggested (with a

certain edge of sarcasm) that if they
wanted to they could pay 3 or 4 of those
who were seen as the most able, an
annual salary as wardens which would
have cost a considerable amount in extra
annual expenditure but would have
f itted more neatly into their
interpretation of the housing
regulations.

Clearly this would have completely
undermined the principle of equality
between the tenants and would, at one
stroke, have turned the project into a

group home rather than an extended
household. Of course we understood
their concerns about the expenditure of
public funds but this attitude of 'playing
it by the book' mitigates against
creative change. Fighting intransigence
and bureaucracy is frustrating, time
consuming and exhausting. The housing
association accepted our approach in the
end but more because they were pestered
than because they were really fired by it
or understood it. They now quote this
house as an ideal model of community
care!

The Housing Corporation were more
creative in their support and thought it
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o

PLAYCROUND

\\'ls a \\/()ndcrlul idi'a lcclirrg that this
,.lxcrn;riiiir:cl tht kirrd oi txpcrirrtentaI
rrrojcct tl-rcy fc.lt thc;, ought to be
frrnding. Thougir cvcn they said "Wc
r.r'ould like to funcl you but this projcct is
not all single mothcrs, all psychiatric
paticnts or all mentally handicappcd so

1,our application for frrnds does not fit
into any of our normal committcc
structurcs". They actually re-wrote our
irpplication to conform to their policy
requirements so tirey could fund it. Latcr
they too quoted this as an ideal project.

TI-re London Borough clf Islington was
already familiar u,ith the Peter
Bedford Trust ancl rve argued that this
!vas, in a sense, a logical development of
the Trust's work so in the end the
Borough too acccpte.i it.

All in all, it was a long process

Diagram of neighbourhood
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SLT:I'INC THE SCENE

Tire project is in a fairlt, nrn clon,rr part of
Nortir London in an a rca dcscribccl
recerttll, in the Crr2rdial as "squcezcd
betrveen expensivc Highgate and up-
and-coming Highbury". It is on thc edge
of a "rcd routc" into central London and
thcre are alrvays proposals under
consideration for the dcmolitior.r of a

large number of domestic propertics
(including those virtually opposite our
house) in order to rviden the Hollorvay
road.

Proposals like tl-ris dccimatc any kind of
community life and ur-rdoubtcdly rnake
people feel as if thcy, their horucs ar.rd
their neighbourhood arc of littlc ctr no
value. The w,hole arca at thc tin're tl.re
house was built had an air of neglcct and
squalor.

The aifficutties (plrysical and
psychological) 0f living in a
neighbourhood such as this are,
however, considerably off-set by the
advantages of the local amenities and
the accessibiiity of public transport.
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ll is afain, a rqL.rcstion rrf billancc. Thc
.r rca is ha rsh : tircrc a rc al n,irys long
qllcuL.s oi people outsiclc the DSS offict;
a small clustcr of hontclcss peoplc who
huddlc in local doorrvays for shclter;
the all-night shop means that there are
noisy comings and goings at all hours and
a great deal of vcrnrin-attracting litter;
thcre have been several strect fights
and incidents in thc 3 vears we have
been there.

IJard though it is, in some ways, to live
alongside these things and be constantly
reminded of the brutal realities of the
rvorst of modern urban life, this
proximity does also constantly reinforce
the aims and ideals of the project and its
''raison d"etre". In any case the project
itself has had its o!r/n part to play in the
slow growth ancl changes in the
neighbourhood.

THE PIrOJICT UNDhlt
I)EVELOI'MENTT

The irouse took eigi'rtccn r.r'ronths to builcl
and involved thc demolition of trv<t
terraced houses. Tiren startcd the slow
process of constructine the ncrv i-rouse
rvatched lvith great anticipation and
some anxiety by those clf us alrcady
involved and living in the units along
thc road.

Sec.ing it from foundations to roof-top
took on almost a symbolic quality - nerv
fronr old; a phoenix arising from the
ashcs; a fresh start; a nclv opportunity; a

step into thc exciting unknolt,n - all
cliches no doubt but the sense of
adventurc and excitcmcnt greuf with the
grorvth of the building.

Ground floor plan
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Looking at the project with the benefits
of 3 years experience I think 7 key
architectural features which have
contributijd to its undoubted success as a
comfortable, functional, attractive and
easy place to live. These features are :

1. An excellent balance between the
communal space on the ground-floor and
personal space on the floors above. The
ground-floor is open, accessible and
welcoming but as soon as you climb the
stairs the atmosphere is quiet, contained
and private.

2. This is due in large measure to the
decision to place the stairs on the side of
the building separated from each floor
by a door rather than as a feature in the
centre of the house which is more
typical of a large family dwelling.

3. On each floor, at the back, the central
section is indented so that there can be
large windows letting a lot of natural
Iight on to each landing. It has meant
smaller bedrooms but gives the
possibility for each landing to have its
own additional sitting/ communal area.

4. Superb sound insulation is probably
the single most important technical
aspect. You really cannot hear noises
from other rooms so that the daily
irritations that might easily arise with
such a mixed group of residents from
anti-social noise are minimal. I once
calculated that there was only 2 hours in
any 24-hour period when the whole
household was asleep - one of the adults
rarely going to bed before 3am and the
youngest child waking at 5.

5. The house has also proved to be very
flexible : residents have changed rooms,
rooms have been adapted for different
purposes and, most importantly from the
point of view of a responsible use of
public funds, the first floor has the
capacity to be converted into a self-
contained flat for a warden should it
ever transpire that the shared house
does not work. This in its own way
relieves the pressure to make it work
because there is a built-in viable
alternative use.

6. The budget was worked in such a way
that the finishing details were of good
quality which helps enormously to take
away any sense of a hostel. For example,
the ground floor has carpet in the sitting
room, a beautiful wooden floor in the
dining room and quarry tiles in the
central conservatory area and kitchen
rather than the ubiquitous institutional
lino.

7. We were lucky to have a site which
had enough space for a reasonable
garden - and the house has doors and
french windows leading into it from each
room at the back. The garden works well
as a natural extension of the house and
apart from giving welcome play space
for the children and their friends, has
given great opportunities for creative
and satisfying activity for adults. We
have planted several trees which helps
to create a*sense of permanence and
longevity for the household.

THE PROJECT IN ACTION

The ground-floor, rvith its open plan
design and central conservatory area
manages to absorb quite large numbers of
people and still have a good sense of a
pleasant and homely living space.

The upper floors have all deveioped
their own independent characters - for
example, the children all live on the
2nd floor and that landing has become
their space where they can have some
quiet time together at the end of the
dry.

We have one shared meal a day (in the
evening during the week and at
lunchtime at the week-ends). At other
times everyone caters for themselves as
and w,hen they want to. We share
cooking, cleaning and washirrg up - more
of this in due course.

It is hard to describe the household
accurately and concisely but on the
occasions when we are looking for a new
tenant we describe it as follows :

Currently the house has 10 adults and 3

children. The 3 children lioe with



their foster-parents and are aged 1, 7
attd 15. Thcir flatural parents ztisit
them most ueek. The 15 year old is
learning . disabled and is at a special
boardin$ school coming back to the house

for her holidays.

The 70 adults come from a wide range of
backgrounds - the oldest is 66 and the
youngat 25,7 is retired,2 are students, 2
attend ilay centres, 1 goes to a sheltered
u,orkhop and 4 haae full time jobs.

L)urittq lhc darl lhc. hou-<c is tluite orLplrl
tt't.Lil quiet but ltelu-tectr 5 antl Spnt it
bustles uith a lot oi cornings and lolizgs.
lt is itery quiet t'rom about 70ynn onwards.

We describe ourseloes as an " extettded
household" haoing some reseraations
about using the word "comrnunity". Our
life style is low key and aery much about
respecting each other's independence
and indiuiduality rather than imposing
communality. Our philosophy is based
on a belief in integration and acceptance.

Everyone in our house, by Tessa bgedT)
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A more vivid and personal description is
provided by Pcter who wrote at the cnd
of the first year of the proiect :

When you hazLe had psychiatric drugs

for 26 yeaTs how can you expect your
brain to t'unction dynamically in the rush
and hurly-burly of commercial lit'e
especially in London?

I am glad that I can read and draw and
paint and do a little part-time work
with people I can relate to. We are not
crimirwls. We do not murder, rob or build
nuclear missiles.

There is a place in this world t'or nery
looing creatioe person. It does not really
matter about stupendlus careers. \Ne all
knit into the pattern that is liaing. I
recognise that some people must haoe
car eers , They haae great
responsibilities and ot'ten help the less

fortunate. Often they can set the aital
and exciting challenges t'or the weaker
amongst us.

It is wonderful for ex-mental patients to
liae alongsid.e and mix with fftore

fortunate people because we all haue
something to ot'fer each other.

MEETING NEEDS

The project was created to meet needs
and as part of the monitoring required by
the housing association we have drawn
up a summary of some key facts about
residents - though we have insisted on
this monitoring being undertaken in
strict anonymity.

Personal circumstances of residents at the
point of housing
(includes all adults involved in the
project including those who have left,
excludes children except where
indicated)

House C-ampus

Housing:
from housingassn. 2 3
from sheltered housing 3 7
homeless 6 7
private tenancies 2 3

Hous: Can-rpus
Income:
pension 1

social security 2

disability allowance 1

student grant 2

iow eamed income 3

average earned income 4

Physical/Mental disability and health
issues (incl.u dingchildren) :

J

4
2
J

3
5

Iearning disabled 3
mental illness 2

brain damage 2
epilepsy (mild) 3
diabetes 2
chronic back pain 1

frail 1

addiction 1

3

5
2
J

2

1

2

(Note : some residents have more than
one disability and others have none)

Nationality/Ethnic origin:
r.r,hite British 8 13

Dutch 1 1

Creek Cypriot 1 1

irish 0 1

mixed race 3 4
(Cerman, Indian, Sudanese,
Arabic)

SHARING TASKS

Part of our approach to meeting needs is
to explore ways of sharing decisions and
the necessary day to day tasks. Clearly
not all of us have natural aptitudes for
every kind of task and responsibility, but
finding out everybody's individual
capacity is important and capacity can
develop over time as long as the
inclination, commitment and trust is
there.

We have rotas for cleaning, cooking and
money management (bills, rent food) and
these tasks are on the whole undertaken
willingly and efficiently although the
cleaning goes in bursts, being the least
popular of the tasks.

Less formally we find ways of sharing
gardening, child-care and the issues
concerned with health and well-being
(regulating medication, accompanying



some people for health checks or visits to
the dentist or sin-rplv caring for each
other n'hen illncss strikes).

It is important that these tasks are done
but it is equalh' important how they are
done. Developing (and sustaining) a
spirit of cooperation and a rvillingness to
make a bit of an effort on behalf of one's
feliort residents is crucial.

Ho',r'ever, r.,'e have also become better at
realrsing that such commitment
ine-,'itatrl\- ecbs and tlorvs and that we all
:.a.,'e to be able to opt out of
;e.pt-'nsibiiiiv as rvell as opting in. One
r,ember of the household disappears for
a r.,-€€k at a time 2 or 3 times a ycar with
a r;ke and a sleeping bag as his way of
r:r,inding himself (and us) that his
p:rs.,-nal independence is fundamental.
This is true of us all though we express it
r:,;liferent rr,avs.

ISSLIES RATSED

Of course, living in this way has raised
lots of issues and these have been
addressed as and when they have arisen.
It is inappropriate to go into great detail
here but it would be negligent not to
acknowledge some of those issues in a
representative presentation bf the
proFrt.

Again the concept of balance is crucial. I
care to understand quite early on, that
mv own set of principles are only one
among many. There is rarely an
absolutely right or wrong approach or
aftitude to anything. Learning to tolerate
and even enjoy my fellow residents
persorul quirks and eccentricities has the
unexpected spin-off of feeling that my
ou'n quirks and eccentricities are equally
accepted-

It is a humbling but also uplifting process!

The most important issues which we
rvould list are (in alphabetical order) :

Cultureanddass
The house cuts straight across
conventional culture and class boundaries

which must be quite unusual in our still
very stratified society. Does it work?

Food Fads
Everyone has his or her own particular
food fads - from committed vegetarians to
dedicated carnivores; from those who eat
anything to those who eat virtually
nothing from those who thrive on fry-ups
to those who wilt without salads.

Friends and Relatives
How far can one expect the household to
absorb each individual's friends and
relatives? How much pressure do we put
on our personal friendships and our
family networks by expecting them to
understand and even integrate into the
household?

Hygiene
Standards of both personal and domestic
hygiene varjr considerably and dcpend
largely on what people's personal
circumstances were prior to moving in.
Whose job is it to set up the standards ? If
standards slip too far who takes action
and how?

Movingon
How does the household cope when
someone decides to leave? The house has
had quite a low turnover so far but people
leaving has always been painful. It is
important to accept that for some the
house offers a sense of permanence and for
othbrs it is more of i stepping stone to
something else. Both are equally valid.
In any case it is good for the household to
have changes as well as stability.

Sexuality
How do residents co-exist with a range of
sexual needs and identities? Clearly a
very sensitive issue and on the whole
each resident deals with the issue in a
personal and private way but it does
sometimes cause some difficulty in the
household and on the rare occasions when
it does it has felt most comfortable to
discuss it in separate groups of men and
womerL

There are more issues but these are the
key ones we have identified to date.
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THE QUESTION OF MONEY

The house cost €400,000 to build. There is
no revenue funding but we do get a small
management allowance from the Housing
Association:- currently about f,1,2A0 p.a.

A group home would have cost the same
or more to build and can cost anything
from f5,000 and f,30,000 per resident in
annual costs depending on the level of
staffing.

In addition to the annual revenue savings
as compared with more conventional
community care group homes we
economise on space: we have 14 bedrooms
compared with 8 bedrooms in the
equivalent space in a housing association
project next door.

Operating as one household we have one
washing machine, one lawn mower/ one
vacuum cleaner, one set of standing
charges for services, one shared
telephone, etc. so there are the
additional benefits of an economy of
resources.

There are however internal financial
arrangements which aim at beginning to
even out the discrepancies in incomes.
Contributions towards food, household
bills and special events are on sliding
scali:s and the house has largely been
furnished by those residents with greater
resources.

CONCLUSION

Is it possible to offer any helpful
concluding thoughts on this project? It
seems to be effective for those of us who
live there but each resident would have
their own views on that and should
properly be asked individually. The
project has had some influence already
just through natural day to day contacts
with neighbours, friends and relatives
and with the professionals with whom
we have had dealings (the 3 foster
children, for example, have had 13 social
workers involved with their "cases" over
the past 3 years).

Should it seek to be n'rore influential with
policy-makcrs, fundcrs, the gene ral
public? Could it be a useful model for a
morc integrated approach to community
care? Might it offer a useful model for
more of us who do not need community
care as such but who are just vaguely
dissatisfied with our conventional life-
styles?

Is this project replicable at all? Maybe it
is - adapted to local circumstances and
inf used with the (possibly very
diff erent) visions of other founder
members. To those who live in the project
its replication as such is not of paramount
importance. For us its vaiue is that it has
given us new opportunities for living that
suit us all for very diverse reasons.

Perhaps the single most ir"nportant lesson
for those outside the project is that it
demonstra t6s tha t pcople ha ve the
capacity to make an effort for each other
when the environment and circumstances
are favourable.

We hope that other people will be
encouraged to try their own experiment
but for that to happen it is essential that
those who control the key resources are
prepared to take risks and make those
resources available.

To close by giving Peter the last word :

So-called handicapped people often
produce the most amazing gems of
intuition, looe, wisdom, keen intelligence
and skill.

Life is a many faceted diamond and when
one aspect of a person is ignored or
f or gotten muck of the ualue end
transparency of the precious stone is lost.
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